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Types of active or Dynamic Thermography 

•Flash  
•Pulsed  
•Lock-in 
•Vibro-Thermography 
•Line Scanning Thermography 

Heat source and camera are 
stationary 

Heat source & camera move  
at controlled speeds 

The presence of the 
interface, and or any 
defects affecting heat 
diffusion will be 
observed by a temporal 
change in the surface 
temperature. 



Line Scanning Thermography  (LST) Technique 

•  A line heat source is used for the heat deposition. 
 

• The heat source and the camera move in tandem. 
 

•  The IR camera  is focused in a region of the sample 
and the controlled movement of the camera 
provides higher image resolution. 
 

• Line Scanning Thermography  (LST) is a patented 
technology developed by NASA. 
 

Advantages of LST 
•Lateral motion provides heating uniformity  
• LST is capable of large scale inspection without loss of resolution 



Limitation to the observation time 

after heat deposition 

Initial and final  observation 

times given by 

•Camera orientation 

•Lens 

•Size of the camera sensor 

By pointing the camera below the heat application location, we limit 

observation to latter times  

FOV 

Heat source 

positioning 

FOV 

Heat source 

positioning 



V=1.5 in/s, I=25% 

time=1.5s 

time=6.96s 
Single frame taken with the IR imager. 
The sensor is 240x320 pixels.  

Observation gates 

Thermal images generated using LST 
procedure (i.e. extracting the selected line 
from all frames acquired and stacking it to 
form the image of the whole area scanned) 

Gate positioning and its relationship with time 



Portable Scanner & Composite Inspection 

•LAB SET UP 

•Motorized crawler  

•Motorized scanner  



(a) Ultrasonic Pulse Echo 

Skin-to-Core C-Scan Image (a) LST Thermal image  

1.5” 

Honeycomb 

2 Honeycomb layers (1.5” thick each) 

3 FRP composite layers 1/8” thick  

Examples of LST scans 



Scanning speed: 0. 5 in/s 

Intensity: 85% 

 

Image shows the Photon density 

difference (PDD) around 17s after 

heat deposition. 

•Sample #1: Impact damage 

on the back side (11.5X13.75) 

Light armor samples 



• AMRDEC samples 

V=1.0 in/s, I=30% 

(Merlin) (90 deg) 

Gate 100 

(0 deg) Gate 100 

Surface holes covered 

with black paint or paste 

(180 deg), Gate 

100 

Motor case scans 



Analysis of impact damage using Line Scanning Thermography (LST) 

 

•It is expected that the impact in a laminate composite will generate a discontinuity 

that will affect heat and sound propagation. 

 

•Delaminations produced as a result of projectile impact are detected as hot spots.  

 

•The temperature rise associated to a delamination is the result of the material 

properties, the severity of the delamination, the amount of heat applied, and the time 

at which the temperature is recorded after heat application. 

Impact damage 

Early time 

after heat 

deposition 

Latter  time 

after heat 

deposition 



Changes in surface 

temperature  are 

due to thickness 

variation. Bright 

areas  represent  

thinner parts and 

darker areas 

correspond to 

thicker sections. 

Areas of 

interest 

Propellers for light aircraft 



 Image difference between  

times:3.05s and 6.34s 

V=1, I=50% 

 Image difference between  

times: 6.10s and 12.67s 

V=0.5in/s, I=25% 

These images show indications 

in the  same areas marked in 

the part as problem areas.  



Front of the propeller 

 Image difference between  

times:3.05s and 6.34s 

V=1, I=50% 



Time progression  (Scan: v=0.25, I=25%) 

Gate=120 Gate=20 
Gate=60 

Gate=0 

About 100 observation gates that can be used for analysis at this 

speed and heat deposition. This seems to be the optimal setting to 

scan this side of the sample 

Early 

observation 

time 

Latest 

observation 

time 

Time 

progression 

Wind mill blade samples 



Gate=0 

v=0.25, I=30% 

Area 

covere

d by 

scan B 



Detection 

Best Worst 



Gate 100, t=16.67s 

V=0.5 in/s, I=75% 

(total time for inspection: 70s) 

The bright spots might represent delaminations between 

the laminate and the adhesive  or subsequent layer as 

they are observed very early in time. 150 mm
150 mm

The main material constituents 

correspond to laminate, PVC and 

adhesive.  

 

Images show changes in thickness of the 

materials, as well as the presence of an 

internal substructure 

 



Gate 100, t=16.67s 

V=0.5 in/s, I=75% 

The bright spots might 

represent delaminations 

between the laminate and 

the adhesive  or 

subsequent layer as they 

are observed very early in 

time. 

Gate 100, t=33.33s 

V=0.25 in/s and I=60% 

(total time for inspection: 108s) (total time for inspection: 71s) 



Carbon Laminate Composites 

  Thickness Core Defect type Defect size 

Panel #1 0.125" NA Circular flat bottom 

holes/ Teflon insert 

3 circular defects per row 

Panel #2 0.125" NA Circular flat bottom 

holes/ Teflon insert 

3 circular defects per row 

Panel #4 0.25" Balsa Flat bottom holes  6-inch wide slots  with thickness 

varying between 0.25" to 3" 

Panel #5 0.5" Balsa Flat bottom holes  6-inch wide slots  with thickness 

varying between 0.25" to 3" 



Gate: 80, t=8.96s Gate: 130, t=6.8s Gate: 0, t=12.4s 

Observation improves at latter observation  times and after increasing heat deposition. 

However the signal is not fully resolved on the single-ply indication. 

I=55%, V=1in/s 

Solid panel #1 (0.125” thick) 



Gate: 50, t=10.3s Gate: 50, t=10.3s 

I=40%, V=1in/s 

Using the same scanning parameters, the Teflon inserts placed on 

the other side were not visible 

Solid panel #1 (0.125” thick) 

Side with  

teflon inserts  



Panel 4, V=1in/s, I=35%, 

Gates: 100 (11.1s) and 30 

(12.4s) 

Sandwich panel #4 (0.125” thick) 

Scanning Settings used are similar 

to those used in Panel #1. In this 

case heat should diffuse through 

the whole thickness of the panel.  



V=0.25in/s, Gate=180 V=0.25in/s, Gate=100 V=0.25in/s, Gate=20 

0.377” 

0.270” 

0.166” 

Solid panel #2 (0.5” thick) 



Gate 100
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Observing how the contrast increases as 

the time passes (Gate number 

approaches to 0).  

Solid panel #2 (0.5” thick) 
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Scan #2 

Scan #3 

time (s) 
32-36s 71-98s 287-328 
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t Multiple Scan Protocol 

Time used to reposition crawler 

No information is captured 

Information is captured during 

these times. Heat deposition  and  

speed can be varied among scans 

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

1 61 121 181 241 301 361 421

First time heat is 

applied at the 

location 

As the hot lamp 

returns to home 

Second pass. 

Residual lamp heat 

is applied  

V=1in/s, I=70% 

This methodology allows to extend the 

observation time  and obtain information 

at larger depths. 

Multiple Scan Protocol 
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Signal magnitude change  

along the center of the 

panel (green line)  at two 

different times after heat 

deposition  



Gate 100, t=127.33s Gate 0, t=131.50s 

V=0.5 in/s, I=75%// V=1in/s,  (total time for inspection: 161s) 

Samples have flat bottom 

holes milled in the middle 

section containing the 

adhesive.  

A double scan protocol 

was necessary to observe 

the indications.   

Laminate/Adhesive/Foam 



Second Scan 

V=1, I=0, Gate=220 

First scan 

V=0.5, I=75, Gate=180 

Laminate/Adhesive/Foam 



 
•The LST™ technique can be used for NDT of laminate composites of 
different thicknesses, honeycomb structures with composite skin 
among other materials. 
 

• LST™ provides a technique to inspect large areas in a short time, due 
to the  novel scanning protocols and image processing. The LST™ 

technique  is able to provide the same quality images generated 

by leading dynamic Thermography systems, but the scanning 

protocol is able to display continuous real-time images. 

 
• The success of LST™ depends on proper optimization of the scanning 
parameters, but the simplicity of the technique and the  apparatus 
provides significant freedom for  inspection of  various structures. 
 
 

LST™: Summary 


